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Revenues associated with transfonner and substation rentals were allocated to the 

290 customer classes on the level of revenues received in our billing system. These revenue 

291 allocations provide the offset to class revenue requirements ordered by the Commission 

292 in the Docket referenced above. These revenues are intended to offset the costs of 

293 substations and transfonners owned by AIC that are reflected in rate base. 

294 III. COMMISSION DIRECTIVES FROM DOCKET NOS. 09-0306 et al. (cons.) 

295 Q. Briefly discuss the contested electric issue from the Final Order in Docket 

296 Nos. 09-0306 - 09-0311 (consol.) at pages 229-232 "Cost Allocation for Customers at 

297· 100+ kilovolts". 

298 A. The contested issue is a debate related to allocation of distribution assets to DS-4 

299 customers with a supply voltage + 100 kV and above. In AIC's last rate case, the 

300 Commission observed (p. 229): 

301 

302 
303 

304 
305 

306 

307 

308 
309 

310 Q. 

Customers receiving service at 100+ kilovolts ("kV") in the DS-4 
customer class essentially take service at a transmission voltage. Unlike 
AIU's other customer classes, the DS-4 customer class contains a 
relatively few customers with large electric demand. Additionally, these 
DS-4 customers often have multiple service points. They can own or rent 
substations or transfonners, use AIU's substations or transfonners, or use 
some combination thereof. AIU and IIEC disagree on the proper allocation 
of costs to such customers who make relatively little use of the distribution 
system. 

Pursuant to the Order by the Commission in the prior rate case, was it 

311 determined that demand-related distribution costs should be allocated on the basis 

312 of supply voltage alone? 
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Yes. In the Order in Docket Nos. 09-0306 et al. (cons.) (p. 232), the Commission 

314 concluded that Ameren Illinois should return to using Supply Voltage alone as the 

315 allocation method, unless more persuasive evidence is provided in a future proceeding. 

316 Q. Do you believe it was clear to the Commission that using supply voltage alone 

317 would rectify all cost allocation issues from the last case? 

318 A. No. It would appear the decision to use supply voltage alone was made because 

319 the Commission didn't have enough information from the record to determine a proper 

320 allocation of assets to the DS-4 + I 00 k V customer class. In fact, nEC did not endorse 

321 the decision to use supply voltage only. As stated in the Order (p. 231), "While nEC 

322 believes that AIU must go to the next step and actually provide the Commission with the 

323 results of a corrected COSS, nEC has not made any recommendations with regard to the 

324 use of supply or delivery voltages or disputed those differences in this case." 

325 Q. What is the most efficient way to provide the Commission with the 

326 transparency and facts needed to make a decision on AIC's demand-related 

327 distribution plant allocations? 

328 A. The Commission's Order (p. 231) in the AIC's last rate case reads "the 

329 Commission must try to ensure that costs are allocated to those who cause the cost." To 

330 this end, as I explain in more detail, the Commission should focus on AIC's new 

331 approach of allocations using Supply Voltage and Service Voltage designations. The 

332 remaining pages of my testimony will further explain the importance of both and their 

333 purpose of properly allocating various demand-related distribution plant. 

334 Q. Defiue Supply Voltage. 
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As stated in AIC's Customer Terms and Conditions, "Supply Voltage is the 

336 voltage of transmission or distribution lines used for delivery of electric energy to 

337 Customer's Premises before the connection of transformers." In other words, Supply 

338 Voltage is the voltage level of distribution facilities connecting a customer's load before 

339 final transformation. Ameren Exhibit 14.2E provides a simple illustration of Supply 

340 Voltage for several types of customers. In this illustration, a small commercial customer 

341 (Service Station) that takes service at secondary 120V1208V and utilizes a line 

342 transformer with high side voltage 12kV has a primary supply voltage. Likewise, a large 

343 commercial customer (Office Building) supplied from a 69 kV distribution line that takes 

344 transformation service from the company thus takes service at 12 kV has a supply voltage 

345 of 69 kV or Distribution High Voltage. 

346 Q. When describing Supply Voltage, you discuss a customer's service voltage. 

347 Please explain Service Voltage. 

348 A. Some customers within AIC service territory own the transformer which delivers 

349 the customer with electricity at the desired voltage level. Service Voltage is the final 

350 voltage at the point at which a customer utilizes Ameren Illinois assets and connects to 

351 their assets. Stated in another way, the demarcation is defined as whether assets are part 

352 of Ameren Illinois's rate base. If a customer owns the final transformer, then the 

353 customer would take service (Service Voltage) at the same voltage level as supplied 

354 (Supply Voltage) and Ameren Illinois would not have this asset in its rate base. The 

355 "High Rise" Customer from Ameren Exhibit 14.2E provides an illustration of a customer 

356 who takes service at the same voltage level as supply voltage because the customer owns 
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357 the final transformation. Throughout this testimony, the statements customer "takes 

358 service" or "service voltage" will be synonymous. 

359 Q. Has AIC's approach to addressing the Supply Voltage vs. Service Voltage 

360 changed since the last rate case proceeding? 

361 A. Yes. In order to add more transparency to the Electric ECOSS, I have created the 

362 Supply Voltage level sub-classes in the model. Each sub-class is nothing more than a 

363 group of customers within one of AIC's defined rate classes that happen to have a 

364 common characteristic of service. In this case, the common characteristic is the 

365 customer's Supply Voltage and this distinction allows the company to analyze revenue 

366 requirements by sub-class, rather than the broader rate class. An example is the DS-3 

367 General Delivery Service rate class. As reflected in the Schedule E-5 filing requirement, 

368 the following sub-classes and number of customers within each are shown below. 

369 Table 1 

DS-3 - General ServiceS 

Supply Voltal!e Number of Customers 
Primary 4,380 

High Voltage 208 
+100kV 3 

370 

371 Q. Why has AIC not created sub-classes for all rate classes? 

372 A. This level of granularity is not necessary for all rate classes, because other classes 

373 generally don't have this difference in characteristic of service. For example, residential 

374 customers generally take service from the secondary voltage system and are supplied 

375 from the primary voltage system. 

, DS-3 General Service in Table I includes the sunuuation of Rate Zones I, II, and III. 
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As stated earlier in testimony, each supply voltage sub-classes can be interpreted 

378 as a stand alone rate class. The perception that a Supply Voltage only allocation is 

379 superior to a combination of Supply Voltage and Service Voltage is falsified because the 

380 rate classes are now subdivided into Supply Voltage sub-classes. Cost allocation factors 

381 are based on class demands imposed on the functionalized and classified assets. The 

382 class demand at each class's Service Voltage is the appropriate allocator, rather than 

383 some combination of Supply Voltage and Service Voltage. For example, secondary 

384 distribution lines are allocated to the residential class based on this class's demand at the 

385 secondary voltage level. It would be inappropriate to allocate secondary distribution 

386 lines from this class's Supply Voltage demand, Primary Voltage. Another example 

387 would be allocation of substations. It is only appropriate to allocate substation costs to 

388 those customers taking service from the substation equipment. The DS-4 + I 00 kV 

389 Supply class has some customers that take service at the primary voltage level via 

390 substation transformers while other customers within the class own their own 

391 transformers thus take service from the + I 00 kV level. It would not be appropriate to 

392 allocate costs of these substation transformers on the class's Supply Voltage (+100 kV) 

393 demand. The class demand at the +100 kV Supply Voltage level would include all 

394 demands of customers in the class, rather than only the demands imposed at the Primary 

395 Voltage level. With this new approach, the debate whether to allocate costs on Supply 

396 Voltage alone or Supply Voltage and Service Voltage combination becomes moot. 

397 Q. Is there another reason that Supply Voltage only allocations are inadequate? 
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Yes. Many ofAIC's DS-3 and DS-4 customers who are supplied at both High 

399 Voltage and + 100kV take transformation service or rent substation equipment from Ale. 

400 These transformers (transformation service) and substations (substation rentals) are 

401 included on AIC's plant balances and are included in rate base. DS-4 customers can be 

402 supplied from three district distribution voltages: Primary (600V -30,000V), Distribution 

403 High Voltage (30,000V to 100kV), or Transmission Voltage (+ 100 kV). These 

404 customers can and do take service at lower voltage levels (Service Voltage). Take for 

405 example, a DS-4 customer supplied from a 138 kV distribution line who rents a 

406 substation transformer from AIC steps down to a 12 kV voltage. A portion of substation 

407 equipment (138kV to 12kV step down transformer) should be allocated to the DS-4 class. 

408 AIC allocates the cost of substation equipment on the ratio of the class demand on the 

409 primary voltage level to the total demand of all classes on the primary voltage level. If 

410 AIC ignored the demand imposed at the Primary Voltage level (Service Voltage), this 

411 class would receive no cost assignment for that functional portion of substations. Under 

412 a scenario without recognizing both Supply Voltage and Service Voltage, the costs of the 

413 lower voltage system would be inappropriately allocated to other classes. 

414 IV. CONCLUSION 

415 Q. Does this conclude your revised direct testimony? 

416 A. Yes, it does. 
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Ameren Exhibit 2.2 

Supply Voltage Vs. Service Voltage Ameren Exmblt>ft4.2E 

+100 kV Distribution 

(34 kV) 

(138 kV) 

(12 kv) 

(12 kV) 

(12 kv) 

(120/240 V) 
(120/208) ~ 

Shopping Centre School High Rise 

Legend: 
Green - Ameren Owned Feeder Line (Supply Voltage) 
Blue - Other Ameren Owned Equipment 
Red - Equipment OWned by Customer 
Service Voltage - ( ) The vottage In parenthesis at the point of connection between Company facilities and Customer facilities 
Supply Voltage - The voltage of the feeder line (Primary or higher) from which a customer Is suppl18d. 

Shopping ctr Serv Station School Warehouse Office High Rise Factory Refinery 
Service Voltage 120/240 120/208 4kv 12kv 12kv 34kv 12kv 138kv 
Supply Voltage 12kv 12kv 12kv 12kv 34kv 34kv 138kv 138kv 


